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ABSTRACT
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Twin block appliance consists of maxillary and mandibular acrylic plates with occlusal blocks inclined at 70
degrees to posture the mandible in the forward position.
The treatment with the twin block is divided into twophases: 6 active phase and support phase. In the case of
patients with deep bite and horizontal growth pattern;
during the active phase of treatment, the upper block is
trimmed to encourage e the eruption of lower posteriors
to level the occlusal plane. This trimming of maxillary
block and eruption of mandibular posterior teeth is
beneficial for facial improvement in patients with short
anterior facial height. It is trimmed occlusodistally to
leave the lower molar 1–2 mm clear of the occlusion to
encourage lower molar eruption and reduce overbite. By
keeping the minimal clearance between the lower molar
and upper block the tongue is prevented from spreading
laterally between the teeth.6 If trimming of the block is
more than the lateral tongue thrusting might develop
which will prevent the eruption of lower molars and
future settling of occlusion may get prolonged. We have
modified the twin block appliance by incorporating two
colors alternatively for the maxillary posterior block. This
modification acts as a guide for controlled trimming of
the upper block.

BACKGROUND

Technique

There are plenty of functional appliances available to
stimulate the growth of the mandible in young skeletal
class II patients. These include bionator, activator, functional regulators, twin block, etc. Among these, twin block
appliance is a widely used myofunctional appliance to
correct a skeletal discrepancy in growing individuals.1-5

We have modified the twin block by incorporating two
colors alternatively for the upper block and called it as
‘Twin-layered twin block’ (Figs 1 to 3). The thickness of
the alternative layer is 1.5–2 mm thickness each (Fig. 4).

Background: Twin-block appliance is a widely used myofunctional appliance to correct a skeletal discrepancy in growing
class II individuals. In patients with deep anterior bite and
horizontal growth pattern, the posterior maxillary block has to
be trimmed for the active eruption of lower molars to flatten
the curve of spee. The upper block is trimmed 1–2 mm every
appointment to encourage lower molar eruption. By keeping the
minimal clearance between the lower molar and upper block the
tongue is prevented from spreading laterally between the teeth.
This might prevent the eruption of mandibular posterior teeth.
We have modified the twin block appliance by incorporating
two colors alternatively for the maxillary block. This modification acts as a guide for controlled trimming of the upper block.
Conclusion: It is a simple and effective way to prevent the
development of lateral open bite during the active phase of
twin block therapy.
Clinical significance: Prevents excessive trimming of the
blocks hence reduces the risk of developing posterior open bite
due to tongue spreading laterally between the teeth.
Keywords: Deep anterior bite, Skeletal class II, Trimming,
Twin-block appliance.
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Fig. 1: Layered twin block appliance
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Figs 2 and 3: Lateral views of layered twin block appliance showing alternatively colored upper blocks

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram showing trimmed maxillary block for
lower molar eruption

Fig. 4: Thickness of each colored layer is 1.5–2 mm

degrees to the maxillary block. Final finishing of the
appliance is done.

Contraindication
This color helps differentiate the amount of acrylic block
being trimmed to enable lower molar eruption (Fig. 5).
Additionally during the active phase of treatment; one
glance at the leading edge of the block will help us to
know accurately the amount of block trimmed for a
molar eruption and the amount of vertical opening in
millimeters.

Fabrication of Twin-layered Twin Block
After bite registration, the working models are mounted
on the fixator. Clasps are fabricated on molars and
premolars. The conventional maxillary acrylic plate is
fabricated. The maxillary occlusal blocks are fabricated
on the maxillary acrylic plate, using two different colors
alternatively by salt and pepper method. We have used
red and blue articulating paper to incorporate respective
colors in the self-cure acrylic. Each colored layer in the
maxillary block must be of 1.5–2 mm in thickness. Next,
lower block is fabricated which will be angulated at 70

The colored blocks don’t play any role in patients with
hyper divergent growth pattern with an anterior open
bite wherein lower posterior eruption is contraindicated.

DISCUSSION
Treatment with the twin block appliance brings about
reduction of overjet, correction of class II molar relation
and improvement in facial profile. The rapid functional
correction is achieved by transmitting favorable occlusion forces to the occlusal inclined plane that cover the
posterior teeth. At the end of an active phase of the treatment, the aim is to achieve class I occlusion and control
of vertical dimension by three-point contacts at incisors
and molars in occlusion. Good buccal segment occlusion
is the cornerstone of the stability after the arch relationship is achieved. The planned trimming of the posterior
block according to the predetermined colors would help
to achieve the defined goal of the active phase of twin
block therapy.
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CONCLUSION
It is a simple and effective way to prevent the development of lateral open bite during the active phase of twin
block therapy.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Following are the advantages of this modification:
• Prevents excessive trimming of the blocks hence
reduces the risk of developing posterior open bite due
to tongue spreading laterally between the teeth.
• During the active phase of treatment, one glance at the
leading edge of the block will help us know accurately
the amount of block trimmed for a molar eruption and
the amount of vertical opening in millimeters.
• Improves patient compliance as the blocks are
colored.
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